Two decades ago, resistance distance was introduced to characterize "chemical distance" in (molecular) graphs. In this paper, we consider three resistance distance-based graph invariants, namely, the Kirchhoff index, the additive degree-Kirchhoff index, and the multiplicative degree-Kirchhoff index. Some Nordhaus-Gaddum-type results for these three molecular structure descriptors are obtained. In addition, a relation between these Kirchhoffian indices is established.
Introduction
As an alternative of the traditional shortest-path distance, the novel concept of resistance distance was introduced by Klein and Randić [12] . For a connected (molecular) graph G, they view G as an electrical network N by replacing each edge of G with a unit resistor. Then the resistance distance between any two vertices is defined to be the net effective resistance between the corresponding nodes in N . As the chemical communication (along edges) between two vertices in molecules is rather wavelike and the resistance distance is imagined to be more relevant when the communication is wave-or fluid-like, the utility of resistance distance in chemistry has been greatly emphasized. For example, resistance distance is used to construct new molecular structure descriptors [2, 7, 12] , to characterize molecular cyclicity and centricity [1, 11] , to characterize geometric structure [13] , and to measure the centrality [10] , etc. [3, 9, 17, 21, 18] .
The oldest and most famous distance-based graph invariant is the Wiener index [16] , which is defined as the sum of (shortest-path) distances between all pairs of vertices. Analogous to the Wiener index, the Kirchhoff index [1, 12] was defined as the sum of resistance distances between all pairs of vertices. Later, two modifications of the Kirchhoff index, the additive degree-Kirchhoff index [7] and the multiplicative degree-Kirchhoff index [2] , which take the vertex degrees into consideration, were defined.
In [19, 20] , some Nordhaus-Gaddum-type results for the Kirchhoff index were obtained. Motivated by their results, we consider Nordhaus-Gaddum-type results for the additive degree-Kirchhoff index [7] and the multiplicative degree-Kirchhoff index [2] . In addition, we give an improved Nordhaus-Gaddum-type result for the Kirchhoff index and establish a relation between these three Kirchhoffian indices.
For convenience, we introduce some notations. Throughout this paper G will denote a simple, undirected, connected molecular graph and the vertices of it will be labelled by v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n . Let d i be the degree of vertex v i for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. The minimum and maximum vertex degrees are denoted by δ and ∆, respectively. The shortest path distance between two vertices v i and v j is denoted by d ij , whereas the resistance distance between v i and v j is denoted by r ij . It is well known that r ij ≤ d ij with equality iff v i and v j are connected by only one path. Palacios and Renom [15] gave the following lower bound on the resistance distance:
The Kirchhoff index [1, 12] is the sum of resistance distances between all pairs of vertices of G, i.e.,
is the diagonal matrix of vertex degrees and A(G) is the (0, 1)-adjacency matrix of graph G. Let µ 1 ≥ µ 2 ≥ · · · ≥ µ n = 0 denote the eigenvalues of L(G). They are usually called the Laplacian eigenvalues of G. The Kirchhoff index R(G) can also be written in terms of Laplacian eigenvalues [8, 22] as
The additive degree-Kirchhoff index [7] is defined as
The multiplicative degree-Kirchhoff index [2] is defined as
A Nordhaus-Gaddum-type result [14] is a (tight) lower or upper bound on the sum or product of a parameter of a graph and its complement. To obtain the Nordhaus-Gaddum-type result for R + (G) and R * (G), the following two graph invariants are used. One is the inverse degree of G [4] ,
the other is the modified second Zagreb index of
Now we study R(G), R + (G) and R * (G) in more detail, especially NordhausGaddum-type results for them, which are given in terms of the number of vertices, the number of edges, minimum and maximum vertex degrees, the inverse degree and the modified second Zagreb index. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present a lower bound on R(G) R(G), where G denotes the complement of G. In Section 3, we obtain Nordhaus-Gaddum-type results for the additive degree-Kirchhoff index. In Section 4, we give Nordhaus-Gaddum-type results for the multiplicative degree-Kirchhoff index. Finally, in Section 5, we find a relation between R(G), R + (G) and R * (G) of a graph G.
Nordhaus-Gaddum-Type Results for the Kirchhoff Index
In this section and later, for convenience, we use r ij (resp. d ij ) to denote the resistance distance (resp. distance) between v i and v j in G, use d i to denote the degree of v i in G.
In [19] , Yang et al. proved that
We now give a new lower bound for R(G) R(G) in terms of n. For this we need the following result:
Lemma 1 (Foster's Formula [6] ). Let G be a connected graph with n vertices. Then the sum of resistance distances between all pairs of adjacent vertices is equal to n − 1, i.e.,
Theorem 2. Let G be a connected graph of order n with connected complement G. Then
Proof. By the arithmetic-harmonic mean inequality, we have
One can easily see that
Using (7), we get
2 , by (8) and (9) .
This completes the proof.
our result is better than the previous result in (6).
Nordhaus-Gaddum-Type Results for the Additive Degree-Kirchhoff Index
We now give a lower bound for R + (G) + R + (G) in terms of n only.
Theorem 4. Let G be a connected graph of order n with connected complement G. Then
Proof. From (3),
by (1)
Remark 5. If we choose G to be a conference graph on n vertices, then as proved in [19] ,
Noticing that both G and G are n − 1 2 -regular, it follows that
which indicates that the lower bound obtained in Theorem 4 is asymptotically best.
We now give an upper bound for R + (G) + R + (G).
Theorem 6. Let G be a connected graph of order n with m edges, maximum degree ∆ and minimum degree δ. Then
Proof. By graph theoretic knowledge, it is easily seen that if d ij ≥ 3, then the length of any path connecting i and j must be less than or equal to n+1
Using the above results, we get
Then the desired result can be derived by using the following inequalities
Corollary 7. Let G be a connected graph of order n with m edges, maximum degree ∆ and minimum degree δ such that δ ≤ n−1
Nordhaus-Gaddum-Type Results for the Multiplicative Degree-Kirchhoff Index
We now give lower bound for R * (G) + R * (G) in terms of n, m, ∆ and M * 2 (G).
Theorem 8. Let G be a connected graph of order n with m edges and maximum degree ∆ < n − 1. Then
Proof. From (4),
Remark 9. If we choose G to be a conference graph, then
which indicates that the lower bound obtained in Theorem 8 is asymptotically best.
Similarly to Theorem 6, we obtain an upper bound for R * (G) + R * (G) in terms of n, m, δ and ∆.
Theorem 10. Let G be a connected graph of order n with m edges, minimum degree δ and maximum degree ∆. Then
Proof. Bearing in mind that
we have
as required.
Similarly as before, we can deduce the following corollary.
Corollary 11. Let G be a connected graph of order n with m edges, minimum degree δ and maximum degree ∆ such that δ ≤ n−1
5. A Relation Between R(G), R + (G) and R * (G) Theorem 12. Let G be a connected graph of order n with m edges and maximum degree ∆ > 1, minimum degree δ > 1. Then
Proof. We have
Moreover,
